
Sermon in a sentence 
Christian community thrives when God’s people 
walk fearing Him alone. 

Main Points 
1. When God’s people have no fear of Him 
 a. Leads to insensitivity and self interest

2. How Nehemiah dealt with these problems in the 
community 
 a. Seriously, but not impulsively 
 b. Publicly with personal humility 
 c. Working in the opposite spirit

3. Three crucial components of God fearing 
community  
 a. Appointing leaders who are faithful and  
 fear God 
 b. Being known and numbered among    
 God’s people 
 c. Fully investing with the people of God

4. How to walk in the fear of God? 

Questions 
1. How does self interest reflect a lack of the fear of 
God?

2. What do you fear that prevents you from giving 
yourself entirely to God and His people? 

3. What does Nehemiah do as he goes about the 
task of fixing the problems in the community? How 
can you ‘work in the opposite spirit’ at RHC?

4. What are the two aspects to being ‘counted in 
God’s people’? Why do you think we resist this 
and how does the gospel help us to overcome this 
resistance?

5. How does the gospel of Jesus Christ empower us 
to give ourselves entirely to Him and His people? 
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Think On This

Every person fears something. What you fear will determine the shape of your life. What (or Who) do you 
fear? 

Gospel-Centredness – To have the gospel in the centre of our ministry, 
and for everything we do to find its root in the gospel.

Theological Depth – To pursue a deep and soul satisfying knowledge 
and understanding of God through the Bible.

Community on Mission – To recognise that we are not here for ourselves, 
but are on a mission to bring the gospel to the world.

Experiental Faith – To actively seek the modern day work of the Holy 
Spirit, expecting him to move in our midst in signs and wonders, and to 
lead us to the will of God.

City Renewal – To see the gospel change every aspect of the city we 
are living in by doing social justice, integrating our faith and work, and 
seeing the city renewed culturally, socially and spiritually for the glory  
of God.

RHC Core Values

Scripture
Nehemiah 5 and 7

Summary 
In the previous section we saw how in the attempt to 
rebuild the walls Nehemiah and God’s people faced 
external opposition. In this passage we see some 
of the internal struggled that they faced, primarily 
linked to some in the community treating others 
without any sense of the fear of God. This resulted in 
some being abused and enslaved. Whilst the poor 
were sacrificing much for the work of the Kingdom, 
the rich were getting richer! Nehemiah restores 
God’s order through a public hearing to set things 
right, and then models generosity himself. In chapter 

7 we see three parts of this restored communities’ 
life: God-fearing leadership, a willingness to be 
counted, and generosity. Where does a healthy fear 
of God come from? In contrast to what many of us 
think, it’s not just an outright terror of God. The fear 
of God is viewing God rightly for who He is, in a 
way that dispels all other fears and leads us to joyful 
trust towards God and generosity towards others. 
Christ shows us the love of God that casts out fear, 
whilst showing us His greatness that we might walk 
rightly before Him. 
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